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Personality	shapes	pair	bonding	in	a	wild	bird	social	system	1	 	2	 Josh	A.	Firth1,2*,	Ella	F.	Cole1,	Christos	C.	Ioannou3,	John	L.	Quinn4,	Lucy	M.	3	 Aplin1,5,	Antica	Culina1,6,	Keith	McMahon1,	Ben	C.	Sheldon1	4	 	5	 1Edward	Grey	Institute,	Department	of	Zoology,	University	of	Oxford,	Oxford	OX1	3PS,	6	 UK	7	 2Merton	College,	Merton	Street,	University	of	Oxford,	Oxford,	OX1	4JD	8	 3School	of	Biological	Sciences,	University	of	Bristol,	Bristol,	BS81TQ	9	 4School	of	Biological,	Earth	and	Environmental	Sciences,	University	College	Cork,	North	10	 Mall,	Cork,	Ireland	11	 5Max	Planck	Institute	for	Ornithology,	Radolfzell,	Germany	12	 6Netherlands	Institute	of	Ecology	(NIOO-KNAW),	Wageningen,	Netherlands	13	 	14	 *Correspondence:	Dr.	Josh	A.	Firth	joshua.firth@zoo.ox.ac.uk		15	 	16	 	17	 Three	Sentence	Abstract	18	 Mated	pair	bonds	are	integral	to	many	animal	societies,	yet	how	individual	19	 variation	in	behaviour	influences	their	formation	remains	largely	unknown.	In	a	20	 population	of	wild	great	tits	(Parus	major),	we	show	that	personality	shapes	21	 pair-bonding:	proactive	males	formed	stronger	pre-breeding	pair-bonds	by	22	 meeting	their	future	partners	sooner	and	increasing	their	relationship	strength	23	 at	a	faster	rate	and,	as	a	result,	sampled	fewer	potential	mates.	Thus,	personality	24	 may	have	important	implications	for	social	relationship	dynamics	and	emergent	25	 social	structure.		26	 	27	 Main	Text	28	 Pair	bonding	–	the	formation	of	social	relationships	between	mating	partners	–	29	 has	evolved	across	diverse	lineages	ranging	from	simple	invertebrate	social	30	 systems	to	highly	complex	human	societies1,2.	Pair	bonds	vary	in	form	across	the	31	 animal	kingdom,	from	relatively	ephemeral	associations	to	life-long	32	 monogamous	bonds,	and	shape	various	ecological	processes,	such	as	sexual	33	 selection,	kinship	and	social	structure,	and	gene	flow2-5.	Individuals	may	depend	34	 either	partly	(e.g.	humans)	or	wholly	(e.g.	truly	monogamous	bird	species)	on	35	 forming	these	bonds	for	reproduction,	not	only	for	initial	matings,	but	for	a	36	 diverse	range	of	activities	related	to	subsequent	fitness,	such	as	securing	37	 breeding	locations,	or	providing	resources	to	produce	or	raise	offspring2,6,7.		38	 	39	 While	social	relationships,	such	as	pair	bonds,	are	a	dyadic	property,	inevitably	40	 the	evolution	of	the	formation	of	such	relationships	arises	through	individual	41	 level	processes.	Recent	research	into	the	genetic	and	neurobiological	proximate	42	 mechanisms	and	ecological	consequences	of	pair-bonds	has	generated	43	 widespread	and	renewed	interest	in	this	topic8-11.	Yet,	how	individual-level	44	 behavioural	variation	drives	the	formation	and	development	of	these	dyadic	45	 relationships	remains	largely	unknown.	46	
	47	 Birds	provide	a	model	system	for	investigating	pair-bond	formation	as	~90%	of	48	 avian	species	form	socially	monogamous	mated	pairs7,12,	and	variation	in	the	49	 duration	of	the	pair-bond	appears	to	be	related	to	reproductive	output	in	various	50	 species13-15.	Birds	have	also	been	central	in	advancing	the	understanding	of	51	 repeatable	individual	behavioural	differences	(termed	‘animal	personality’)	in	52	 natural	populations16-18.	In	many	species,	variation	in	individuals’	personalities	53	 along	measures	of	the	‘reactive	to	proactive’	spectrum	is	known	to	be	consistent	54	 across	time	and	contexts,	heritable,	related	to	fitness,	and	linked	to	various	55	 ecologically	relevant	behaviours,	including	social	interactions17,19-29.	56	 Nevertheless,	the	link	between	personality	and	pair-bond	dynamics	in	wild	57	 animals	remains	entirely	unexplored.	This	is	likely	due	to	the	difficulty	of	58	 quantifying	pair-bond	formation	(which	can	often	take	place	over	prolonged	59	 periods	before	reproduction7,30)	amongst	individuals	with	known	personalities,	60	 and	simultaneous	monitoring	the	social	system	to	enable	separation	of	an	61	 individual’s	affiliation	to	their	future	partner	from	their	general	patterns	of	social	62	 activity.	63	 	64	 Here,	we	examine	how	individual	behavioural	characteristics	shape	pair-bonding	65	 dynamics	by	monitoring	social	associations	occurring	during	the	pre-mating	66	 winter	period	(December	to	March),	over	three	consecutive	years,	between	wild	67	 foraging	great	tits	(Parus	major)	of	known	personality	(quantified	on	a	68	 continuous	scale	using	an	activity-exploration	assay16,22	-	see	Methods).	69	 Importantly,	deriving	the	social	network	amongst	all	dyads	each	year	(winter	70	 2011/12=1085	individuals,	2012/13=720,	2013/14=805	–	Supplementary	Table	71	 1)	enabled	us	to	quantify	social	associations	between	individuals	and	their	future	72	 breeding	partner	in	relation	to	their	associations	with	all	other	birds.	By	doing	73	 so,	we	could	quantify	their	relative	pair-bond	strength	given	their	sociability	in	74	 terms	of	their	propensity	to	associate	with	others	in	general	(Fig.	1a).		75	 	76	 Considering	instances	of	birds	with	known	personalities	in	new	breeding	pairs,	77	 of	which	both	members	were	recorded	in	the	prior	winter	social	network	78	 (n=122,	62	males,	60	females),	males	scored	as	more	proactive	held	stronger	79	 relative	social	affiliation	to	their	future	breeding	partners	over	winter	than	more	80	 reactive	males	(Linear	Mixed	Model	(LMM)	with	network	randomization	81	 procedure	controlling	for	network	structure	and	non-independence:	82	 Estimate=0.250±0.105,	t=2.373,	p=0.021,	prand=0.040,	see	Methods	and	83	
Supplementary	Information	for	full	model	and	randomization	details	84	 throughout).	Females’	personality,	however,	was	unrelated	to	their	relative	pair-85	 bond	strength	(Fig.	1b;	Supplementary	Figure	2).		86	 	87	 Due	to	the	large-scale	spatiotemporal	monitoring	of	the	pre-breeding	social	88	 associations,	it	was	possible	to	examine	the	mechanisms	underlying	proactive	89	
males’	stronger	relative	affiliations	to	their	future	partners.	We	found	no	90	 evidence	that	either	sex’s	personality	was	related	to	the	spatial	activity	overlap	91	 in	a	pair’s	winter	range	(see	Supplementary	information).	However,	more	92	 proactive	males	initially	met	their	future	partners	sooner	as	they	were	observed	93	 in	the	same	flock	as	their	partner	earlier	in	the	winter	than	more	reactive	males	94	 (Fig.	1c;	Generalized	Linear	Mixed	Model:	Estimate=-0.368±0.177,	z=-2.076,	95	 p=0.038;	Also	see	Supplementary	Figure	3).		96	 	97	 Dynamic	social	networks,	created	separately	for	each	sampling	period	(i.e.	each	98	 weekend)	throughout	each	winter,	showed	that	proactive	males	increased	their	99	 relative	affiliation	to	their	future	partner	at	a	faster	rate	than	reactive	males	did	100	 (Fig	2a;	Supplementary	Figure	5a).	Week-by-week	pair-bond	strength	was	101	 significantly	predicted	by	the	interaction	between	the	male’s	personality	and	the	102	 time	since	they	first	met	their	future	partner	(LMM:	Estimate=	0.026±0.009,	103	
t=2.688,	p=0.007,	prand=0.008).	While	females	generally	showed	an	increase	in	104	 their	relative	pair	bond	strength	with	increased	time	since	first	meeting	their	105	 partner,	this	again	was	not	related	to	their	personality	(Supplementary	Figures	106	 4a	and	5b).	Interestingly,	the	lack	of	any	significant	relationship	between	female	107	 personality	and	all	aspects	of	pre-breeding	pair-bonding	is	in	line	with	previous	108	 findings	showing	that	male	personality	is	related	to	various	social	behaviours	109	 and	mating	behaviours	that	female	personality	is	unrelated	to20,26,31.	This	may	110	 suggest	a	general	role	of	male	personality	in	influencing	social	interactions	111	 across	various	contexts	within	this	population,	which	could	occur	through	males’	112	 personality	directly	shaping	their	own	social	behaviour	or	alternatively	through	113	 affecting	how	others	choose	to	interact	with	them.	Further	research	into	the	114	 extent	and	mechanisms	driving	sex	differences	in	the	role	that	personality	plays	115	 within	this	and	other	systems	is	now	needed.	116	 	117	 In	addition	to	showing	that	more	proactive	males	form	stronger	pair	bonds	118	 during	the	pre-breeding	period	both	by	meeting	their	future	partners	sooner	and	119	 increasing	their	relationship	strength	at	a	faster	rate,	we	also	examine	the	120	 further	social	consequences	of	this	phenomenon.	A	strong	pair-bond	may	121	 potentially	provide	various	future	benefits	for	an	individual,	such	as	ensuring	122	 they	have	a	mating	partner,	potentially	allowing	earlier	breeding	or	improving	123	 offspring	rearing2,7,13,30,32,	yet	efforts	to	establish	and	maintain	relationships	124	 within	any	social	system	are	likely	to	also	hold	some	immediate	costs11,33.	As	125	 such,	we	found	that	more	reactive	(i.e.	less	proactive)	males	significantly	126	 increased	the	number	of	females	encountered	each	week	throughout	the	winter	127	 in	comparison	to	more	proactive	males	(GLMM	with	network	randomization:	128	 Estimate=-0.006±0.002,	z=-2.588,	p=0.010,	prand	0.024	-	Fig.	2b;	Supplementary	129	 Figure	6a).	Therefore,	early	partner	choice	and	maintenance	of	a	tighter	pair	130	 bond	reduced	the	pool	of	potential	mates	sampled.	Indeed,	it	is	expected	that	131	 prioritising	forming	a	relationship	with	a	particular	partner	will	be	traded	off	132	
against	associating	with	other	potential	partners	in	any	system	where	133	 constraints	on	social	associations	exist.	In	this	case,	if	more	proactive	males	134	 ultimately	mate	with	‘sub-optimal’	partners	due	to	reduced	sampling,	this	may	135	 provide	a	novel	explanation	as	to	why	more	proactive	males	are	subsequently	136	 more	promiscuous	during	breeding	within	this	population26.	These	differing	137	 social	costs	(i.e.	less	mate	sampling)	and	benefits	(i.e.	stronger	pair-bonding)	of	138	 proactive	males	in	comparison	to	reactive	males	help	explain	how	individual-139	 level	behavioural	variation	in	personality,	and	pair-bond	strength,	are	140	 maintained	within	populations.		141	 	142	 Given	these	findings,	future	work	should	investigate	the	precise	mechanisms	143	 underlying	how	individual-level	behavioural	variation	shapes	social	144	 relationships	across	the	animal	kingdom5,20,21,34.	This	could	be	considered	in	145	 terms	of	how	simple	individual	differences	may	manifest	as	complex	social	146	 behavioural	patterns34	as	well	as	how	this	is	shaped	by	genetic	or	147	 neurobiological	factors	(both	of	which	are	known	to	contribute	to	personality	148	 and	pair-bonding)8,10.	Furthermore,	given	that	particular	individual	behavioural	149	 types	may	be	more	likely	to	produce	strong	dyadic	bonds,	the	potential	effect	of	150	 population	composition	(in	terms	of	personality)	on	the	overall	architecture	of	151	 the	social	system	(i.e.	the	density	of	strong	dyadic	pair-bonds)	is	of	interest,	152	 especially	given	the	consequences	of	network	structure	for	the	functioning	of	153	 almost	all	social	processes,	such	as	the	spread	of	information	and	disease	or	the	154	 occurrence	of	cooperation5,11,21,35,36.	155	 	 	156	
	157	
	158	
Fig	1.	|	The	relationship	between	individual	personality	and	dyadic	pair-159	
bonding.	a:	An	illustrative	social	network	showing	the	occurrence	of	pre-mating	160	 pair-bonds	and	in	the	winter	social	network.	Each	node	shows	an	individual	bird	161	 recorded	in	the	winter	2011-2012	network	that	subsequently	bred	(in	spring	162	 2012)	with	an	individual	also	recorded	in	network.	Coloured	nodes	show	those	163	 with	known	personality	scores	(males	=	blue,	females	=	green)	and	the	size	and	164	 shade	of	the	node	indicates	their	position	on	the	reactive-proactive	axis	165	 (small/light	=	reactive,	large/dark	=	proactive).	Grey	nodes	are	those	of	166	 unknown	personality.	The	thickness	of	the	connecting	lines	between	the	nodes	167	 show	the	strength	of	the	social	affiliation	between	dyads,	and	affiliations	168	 between	dyads	which	subsequently	bred	together	(pair-bonds)	are	curved	and	169	 coloured	red.	See	Supplementary	Figure	1	for	additional	network	illustration	170	 formats.	b,	the	relationship	between	an	individual’s	personality	score	(reactive	171	 to	proactive	–	x	axis)	and	the	relative	affiliation	to	their	subsequent	partner	(i.e.	172	 their	social	association	strength	with	their	mating	partner	relative	to	the	sum	of	173	 all	their	associations	-	y	axis).	Lines	show	LMM	fit	(see	Methods,	and	174	 Supplementary	Table	2	for	full	model	details)	with	shaded	area	denoting	175	 standard	error	(males	=	blue,	females	=	green).	Supplementary	Figure	2	176	 considers	additional	measures	of	dyadic	pair-bonding.	c,	personality	score	and	177	 the	week	that	individuals	were	first	observed	with	their	subsequent	breeding	178	 partner	(0=	first	observation	week	of	the	winter).	Lines	show	GLMM	fit	(see	179	 Methods,	and	see	Supplementary	Table	3	for	full	model	details)	with	shaded	area	180	 denoting	standard	error.	Supplementary	Figure	3	considers	additional	measures	181	 of	the	time	of	subsequent	breeding	partners’	first	meeting.	182	 	183	 	184	 	185	 	 	186	
	187	
Fig	2.	|	Personality	and	temporal	patterns	in	dyadic	pair-bonding	and	188	
encounters.	a:	3D	surface	showing	the	LMM	fit	of	the	interaction	between	male	189	 personality	and	weeks	since	meeting	their	partner	on	the	relative	affiliation	190	 score	i.e.	their	social	association	strength	with	their	mating	partner	relative	to	191	 the	sum	of	all	their	associations	(see	Methods,	and	Supplementary	Table	4	for	192	 full	model	details).	Males	with	higher	personality	scores	(more	proactive)	have	a	193	 faster	rate	of	increase	in	their	relative	affiliation	to	subsequent	breeding	partner	194	 over	the	increasing	time	since	first	meeting	them.	See	Supplementary	Figure	4a	195	 for	female	personality.	b,	3D	surface	showing	the	GLMM	fit	of	the	interaction	196	 between	male	personality	and	week	(since	the	beginning	of	winter	observations)	197	 on	the	number	of	females	encountered	(see	Methods,	and	Supplementary	Table	198	 5	for	full	model	details).	Males	with	lower	personality	scores	(more	reactive)	199	 encountered	an	increasing	number	of	females	each	week	as	the	breeding	season	200	 approaches.		See	Supplementary	Figure	4b	for	female	personality.		201	 	202	 	203	 	204	 	 	205	
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Methods		206	 	207	
Study	System.	Wytham	Woods,	Oxford,	UK	(51°46’N,	1°20’W)	is	home	to	a	long-term	208	 study	population	of	great	tits.	The	birds	form	socially	monogamous	pairs	which	mostly	209	 (>98%)	only	make	one	breeding	attempt	each	year	that	almost	exclusively	takes	place	in	210	 nestboxes.	Egg	laying	occurs	from	April	onwards	and	territory	prospecting	begins	4-6	211	 weeks	prior	to	this13,37,38.	Successfully	provisioning	the	chicks	after	hatching	requires	212	 both	parents,	and	only	a	small	proportion	of	young	(12-13%)	are	sired	by	a	different	213	 father	than	the	provisioning	male	due	to	extra-pair	matings26,39.	Since	2007,	we	have	214	 also	attached	unique	RFID-microchips	to	all	captured	great	tits.	The	RFID-tags	allow	the	215	 automated	recording	of	the	times	and	locations	of	individuals’	occurrence	at	sunflower	216	 feeding	stations	(which	are	equipped	with	RFID-antennae)	as	the	birds	forage	in	loose	217	 aggregations	(‘fission-fusion’	flocks40,41)	over	the	winter.	A	stratified	grid	of	the	RFID	218	 feeding	stations	was	deployed	throughout	the	woodland	covering	65	fixed	locations	at	219	 ~250m	intervals	through	winters	beginning	2011,	2012	and	2013.	These	feeders	220	 automatically	opened	each	weekend	-	Saturday	and	Sunday	-	(13	weekends	each	year	221	 from	December	to	March)	and	scanned	for	RFID-tagged	individuals	16	times	per	second	222	 from	pre-dawn	until	post-dusk.	223	 	224	
Social	Networks.		The	spatio-temporal	datastream	of	individual	RFID	detections	225	 consists	of	bursts	of	activity	(as	flocks	arrive	to	feed)	interspersed	by	periods	of	low	226	 activity.	A	machine	learning	algorithm	was	used	as	a	robust	method	to	assign	each	227	 individual	record	to	the	flocking	event	it	most	likely	belonged	to42.	Weighted	social	228	 networks	were	then	constructed	through	applying	the	Simple	Ratio	Index	(SRI)	to	the	229	 ‘flocking	event-by-individual’	matrix37,40-45	for	each	year,	and	also	for	each	separate	230	 weekend	(Supplementary	Methods	II).	The	social	associations	derived	in	this	way	are	231	 known	to	be	meaningful,	non-random	and	carry-over	to	other	social	contexts	and	232	 processes	within	this	population11,20,35,37,40-45.		233	 	234	
Personality	Assays.	Using	standard	protocols	for	this	species46,	the	Wytham	population	235	 has	undergone	personality	assays	since	200520,22,23,26,27.	Wild	great	tits	are	taken	into	236	 separate	captive	housing	and	individually	assayed	for	their	personality	the	following	237	 morning.	The	personality	score	is	calculated	using	a	standardized	methodology	based	238	 on	each	bird’s	exploration	and	activity16	whilst	alone	in	an	artificial	novel	environment.	239	 The	time	of	year	and	number	of	observations	of	each	bird	is	also	accounted	for	(see	240	 Supplementary	Methods	III	for	details).	Higher	personality	scores	indicate	higher	levels	241	 activity	and	exploration,	and	these	birds	are	classed	as	‘faster	explorers’,	‘bolder’	or	242	 more	‘proactive’	and	individual	personality	(scored	in	this	way)	is	known	to	be	243	 repeatable,	heritable,	and	biologically	and	ecologically	relevant18,20,22,23,26,27,31,46.	244	 	245	
	246	
Statistical	analysis	247	
Personality	and	pair	bond	strength.		248	 We	first	assessed	how	each	individual’s	personality	predicted	the	strength	of	their	social	249	 network	tie	to	their	subsequent	breeding	partner	during	the	winter	pre-breeding	250	 period.	The	primary	analysis	focused	on	‘relative	partner	affiliation	strength’	(or	251	 ‘relative	pair-bond	strength’)	which	was	calculated	as	the	social	association	strength	252	 directed	towards	their	mating	partner	relative	to	their	weighted	degree,	i.e.	the	sum	of	253	 all	their	associations.	This	measure	ranged	from	0	to	1	(where	1	=	all	their	social	254	 network	associations	directed	towards	their	partner).	Although	this	metric	was	non-255	 symmetric	for	pairs	it	was	highly	correlated	between	them,	so	we	considered	the	sexes	256	 separately	in	all	of	the	models	throughout	the	analysis	due	to	this	non-independence,	257	 and	also	in	line	with	previous	research	and	findings	that	personality	can	be	considered	258	 separately	between	the	sexes20,26,31.	Using	this	individual-based	approach,	we	were	able	259	
to	estimate	the	relative	pair-bond	strength	to	birds	of	known	personality	to	their	260	 partner	regardless	of	whether	their	partner	(or	other	birds	within	the	system)	also	had	261	 known	personalities.		262	 	263	 We	ran	LMMs	which	included	the	personality	score	as	a	fixed	effect,	along	with	age	264	 (adult	or	first-year),	residency	status	(Wytham	born	or	immigrant),	and	two	key	winter	265	 observational	factors:	time	(i.e.	weekend)	of	first	observation	and	number	of	266	 groups/flocking	events	they	were	recorded	in43.	Further,	the	random	effects	of	267	 individual	and	year	ID	were	included	in	all	models.	These	factors	were	consistently	268	 controlled	for	throughout	all	the	analysis.	This	primary	model	here	set	‘relative	partner	269	 affiliation	strength’	as	the	response	variable	(logit	transformed)	(Figure	1b;	270	 Supplementary	Table	2a).	However,	we	also	repeated	these	models	but	replacing	271	 ‘relative	partner	affiliation	strength’	with	(a)	pair	SRI	(a	simple	measure	of	pair	bond	272	 strength)	and	(b)	a	measure	of	bond	strength	relative	to	any	potential	intersexual	social	273	 association	differences	(Supplementary	Methods	IV;	Supplementary	Figure	2;	274	 Supplementary	Table	2b	&	2c).		275	 	276	 As	network	data	is	non-independent,	we	also	employed	a	randomization	approach	to	277	 examine	the	effect	of	the	variable	of	interest	(personality)	on	pair	bond	strength,	in	line	278	 with	previous	approaches	within	this	system11,31,37,40,41,43,45.	Through	randomly	swapping	279	 the	personality	of	nodes	of	the	same	type	(in	this	case,	sex)	whilst	maintaining	the	280	 distribution	of	the	data	and	the	relationship	of	pair	bond	strength	with	the	other	factors	281	 in	the	model,	we	generated	10000	estimates	of	the	coefficients	of	the	relationship	282	 expected	between	personality	and	pair-bond	under	this	null	hypothesis.	By	examining	283	 where	the	observed	relationship	between	personality	and	pair-bond	strength	fell	within	284	 this	null	distribution,	we	were	able	to	report	the	significance	of	the	finding	(prand)	in	285	 comparison	to	that	expected	under	the	same	model	structures	and	conditions	but	when	286	 there	was	no	true	effect	of	personality	on	pair-bond	strength	(Supplementary	Methods	287	 IV).		288	
	289	
Spatial	overlap	and	time	of	meeting	290	 To	dissect	how	individual	differences	in	yearly	pre-mating	pair	strength	may	arise,	we	291	 considered	spatial	and	temporal	differences	in	bond	formation.	Firstly,	we	examined	the	292	 extent	to	which	individuals’	shared	the	same	spatial	range	as	their	future	partner.	We	293	 repeated	the	same	model	structure	(as	above)	but	set	the	response	variable	as	294	 individuals’	winter	spatial	range	overlap	instead	of	their	relative	pair-bond	strength.	295	 Winter	spatial	overlap41	was	based	on	how	both	members	of	the	pair	distributed	their	296	 activity	in	space	and	ranged	from	0	to	1	(0	=	never	overlapped	and	1	=	spatial	activity	297	 patterns	fully	overlapped	–	Supplementary	Methods	V	–	Supplementary	Table	2d).	298	 	299	 Secondly,	we	considered	the	time	at	which	a	bird	first	meets	its	future	partner.	We	300	 defined	first	meeting	as	the	numerical	count	of	the	first	sampling	period	(weekend)	in	301	 which	a	pair	was	first	observed	in	the	same	flocking	event	together.	We	used	this	302	 measure	as	the	response	variable	in	a	zero-inflated	negative	binomial	GLMM	303	 (Supplementary	Methods	V).	Again,	this	model	was	also	consistent	with	the	primary	304	 LMM	as	it	included	the	same	random	effects	and	fixed	effects	(individual	characteristic	305	 and	observational	terms)	and	again	considered	the	sexes	separately	(Figure	1c;	306	 Supplementary	Table	3a).	We	also	carried	out	supplementary	analysis	(Supplementary	307	 Methods	V)	to	verify	the	results	when	(a)	controlling	for	any	differences	in	individual	308	 gregariousness	(Supplementary	Figure	3a;	Supplementary	Table	3b)	and	when	(b)	309	 simply	considering	whether	or	not	the	pair	was	first	observed	together	in	their	first	310	 observational	period	(Supplementary	Figure	3b	&	3c;	Supplementary	Table	3c).		311	 	312	
Temporal	changes	in	associations	313	
We	aimed	to	examine	how	individual	personality	related	to	temporal	changes	in	social	314	 associations	with	their	future	partner	and	other	individuals	as	the	breeding	season	drew	315	 closer.	We	created	separate,	dynamic,	social	networks	for	each	sampling	period	316	 throughout	the	pre-mating	period41,43,45	and	calculated	the	relative	affiliation	strength	to	317	 their	future	partner	at	each	period	(Supplementary	Methods	III	&	IV).	We	used	these	318	 values	as	the	response	variable	in	an	LMM	which,	consistent	with	the	previous	models,	319	 included	the	usual	fixed	effects	of	age,	residency,	and	number	of	groups	they	were	320	 observed	in	(that	weekend),	but	also	included	an	interaction	between	individual	321	 personality	and	‘weeks	since	first	meeting	their	partner’.	Importantly,	this	allowed	us	to	322	 examine	how	the	rate	of	increase	in	pair-bond	strength	depended	on	individual	323	 personality	(Figure	2a;	Supplementary	Figure	4a;	Supplementary	Table	4a).	We	also	324	 carried	out	supplementary	analysis	(Supplementary	Methods	VI)	to	ensure	that	any	325	 patterns	were	not	driven	by	differences	in	general	changes	in	intersexual	social	326	 associations	(Supplementary	Figure	5;	Supplementary	Table	4b).		327	 	328	 We	also	used	the	weekly	networks	to	examine	whether	the	number	of	individuals	of	the	329	 opposite	sex	that	they	encountered	changed	over	the	winter	and	whether	this	depended	330	 on	individual	personality.	We	calculated	the	number	of	unique	individuals	of	the	331	 opposite	sex	each	individual	encountered	each	week	(i.e.	their	weekly	intersexual	binary	332	 degree),	and	set	this	numerical	count	the	response	variable	in	a	negative	binomial	333	 GLMM	(Supplementary	Methods	VI)	along	with	the	usual	random	and	fixed	factors	as	334	 well	as	the	week	number	(i.e.	observation	period).	Importantly,	fitting	an	interaction	335	 between	week	and	personality	allowed	examination	of	how	intersexual	encounters	336	 through	time	depended	on	individual	personality	(Figure	2b;	Supplementary	Figure	4b;	337	 Supplementary	Table	5a).	To	ensure	that	any	ascribed	changes	were	not	due	to	general	338	 changes	in	degree	(rather	than	intersexual	encounters),	we	also	(a)	included	weekly	339	 intrasexual	degree	as	a	fixed	effect	and	(b)	re-ran	the	same	model	but	considering	340	 weekly	intrasexual	encounters	as	the	response	variable	(Supplementary	Methods	VI;	341	 Supplementary	Figure	6;	Supplementary	Table	5b	&	5c).	342	 	343	
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Supplementary	Figure	1.	|	Additional	illustrations	of	the	study	system	487	
social	network.	Follows	Fig	1a	in	main	text	but	uses	two	variations	of	488	 illustrating	the	social	network	for	in	winter	2011-2012	in	relation	pair-bonds	489	 and	individual	personality.	Each	node	shows	an	individual	bird.	Network	a	only	490	 includes	individuals	with	known	personality	that	subsequently	bred	with	a	bird	491	 also	recorded	in	the	prior	winter	network	whilst	network	b	also	includes	all	the	492	 associates	of	these	individuals	too.	Node	colour	shows	sex	(males	=	blue,	females	493	 =	green)	and	the	size	and	shade	of	the	node	indicates	their	position	on	the	494	 reactive-proactive	axis	(small/light	=	reactive,	large/dark	=	proactive).	The	495	 thickness	of	the	connecting	lines	between	the	nodes	show	the	strength	of	the	496	 social	affiliation	between	dyads,	and	affiliations	between	dyads	which	497	 subsequently	bred	together	(pair-bonds)	are	coloured	red.		498	 	 	499	
	500	 	501	 	502	 	503	 	504	 	505	
	506	 	507	 	508	
Supplementary	Figure	2.	|	Individual	personality	and	additional	measures	509	
dyadic	pair-bonding.	Follows	Fig	1b	in	main	text	but	considers	variations	on	510	 the	primary	measure	of	relative	bond	strength	(See	Supplemental	Methods	IV).	511	 The	relationship	between	individuals’	personality	score	(x	axis,	reactive	to	512	 proactive)	and	their	affiliation	to	their	subsequent	partner	measured	as	a,	the	513	 simple	ratio	index	(derived	directly	from	the	network)	and	b,	the	sex-based	514	 relative	association	strength	(i.e.	their	pair-bond	strength	divided	by	the	sum	of	515	 their	weighted	associations	to	individuals	of	the	opposite	sex).	Lines	show	LMM	516	 fit	with	shaded	area	denoting	standard	error	(males	=	blue,	females	=	green)	517	 (Supplementary	table	2b	&	2c	for	full	model	details).		518	 	519	 	 	520	
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	522	
Supplementary	Figure	3.	|	Individual	personality	and	additional	measures	523	
of	first	meetings.	Follows	Fig	1C	in	main	text	but	considers	variations	on	the	524	 primary	measure	of	timing	of	first	meeting	(See	Supplemental	Methods	V).	a,	525	 personality	score	and	the	week	that	individuals	were	first	observed	with	their	526	 subsequent	breeding	partner	(0=	first	observation	week	of	the	winter).	Lines	527	 show	GLMM	fit	while	controlling	for	total	number	of	flockmates	in	week	of	first	528	 meeting	(see	Methods,	and	see	supplementary	tables	for	full	model	details)	with	529	 shaded	area	denoting	standard	error.	b,	Male	personality	score	and	the	530	 probability	that	the	subsequent	pair	occurred	in	the	same	flocking	event	531	 together	in	the	week	in	which	they	were	both	first	observed	in	the	winter	prior	532	 to	mating.	Lines	show	GLMM	fit	with	shaded	area	denoting	standard	error	(see	533	 Supplementary	Table	3b	&	3c	for	full	model	details).	Boxplots	show	the	range	of	534	 male	personality	scores	for	those	that	were	with	their	partner	in	the	first	week	535	 (top)	and	those	that	weren’t	(bottom).	Mid-lines	show	median,	boxes	show	536	 interquartile	range,	and	whiskers	show	the	range	(with	values	outside	1.5	times	537	 IQR	excluded).	c,	analogous	to	Supplementary	Figure	2b	but	considering	female	538	 personality	scores.	539	 	540	 	541	 	542	 	543	 	 	544	
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Supplementary	Figure	4.	|	Female	personality	and	temporal	patterns	in	547	
dyadic	pair-bonding	and	male	encounters.	Follows	Fig	2	in	main	text.	a,	3D	548	 surface	showing	the	LMM	fit	of	the	interaction	between	female	personality	and	549	 weeks	since	meeting	their	partner	on	the	relative	affiliation	score	(see	Methods,	550	 and	Supplementary	Table	4a).	There	is	an	increase	in	females’	affiliation	to	their	551	 subsequent	breeding	partner	over	time	since	first	meeting	them,	but	this	is	552	 unrelated	to	their	personality.	b,	3D	surface	showing	the	GLMM	fit	of	the	553	 interaction	between	female	personality	and	week	(since	the	beginning	of	winter	554	 observations)	on	the	number	of	males	encountered	(see	Methods,	and	555	 Supplementary	Table	5a).	There	is	slight	decrease	in	the	number	of	males	556	 encountered	as	the	breeding	season	draws	closer,	but	this	is	unrelated	to	female	557	 personality.		558	 	559	 	 	560	
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Supplementary	Figure	5.	|	Personality	and	temporal	patterns	in	sex-based	564	
affiliation.	a,	follows	Fig	2a	in	main	text.	3D	surface	showing	the	LMM	fit	of	the	565	 interaction	between	male	personality	and	weeks	since	meeting	their	partner	on	566	 the	sex-based	relative	affiliation	score	i.e.	their	association	to	their	partner	567	 divided	by	their	sum	of	their	associations	to	other	females	(see	Supplementary	568	 Methods	VI,	and	Supplementary	Tables	4b).	Males	with	higher	personality	scores	569	 have	a	faster	rate	of	increase	in	their	sex-based	affiliation	scores	to	subsequent	570	 breeding	partner	over	the	increasing	time	since	first	meeting	them.	b,	analogous	571	 to	Supplementary	Figure	5a	but	considering	female	personality	scores	and	572	 female	sex-based	relative	affiliation	score	i.e.	their	association	to	their	partner	573	 divided	by	their	sum	of	their	associations	to	other.	There	is	an	increase	in	574	 females’	affiliation	to	their	subsequent	breeding	partner	over	time	since	first	575	 meeting	them,	but	this	is	unrelated	to	their	personality.	576	 	577	 	 	578	
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Supplementary	Figure	6.	|	Personality	and	temporal	patterns	in	weighted	582	
social	associations	to	those	of	the	opposite	sex.	a,	follows	Fig	2b	in	main	text.	583	 3D	surface	showing	the	GLMM	fit	of	the	interaction	between	male	personality	584	 and	week	(since	the	beginning	of	winter	observations)	on	the	sum	of	males’	585	 weighted	social	associations	with	other	females	who	they	didn’t	subsequently	586	 breed	with	i.e.	who	weren’t	their	mating	partner	(see	Supplementary	Methods	587	 VI,	and	Supplementary	Tables	5b	for	full	model	details).	Males	with	lower	588	 personality	scores	held	an	increasing	amount	of	social	associations	with	females	589	 throughout	the	winter.	b,	analogous	to	Supplementary	Figure	6a	but	considering	590	 female	personality	scores	and	females’	weighted	social	associations	with	other	591	 males	who	they	didn’t	subsequently	breed	with	i.e.	who	weren’t	their	mating	592	 partner.	There	is	slight	decrease	in	the	amount	of	social	associations	held	with	593	 other	males	as	the	breeding	season	draws	closer,	but	this	is	unrelated	to	female	594	 personality.		595	 	596	 	597	 	598	 	 	599	
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Supplementary	Table	1.	Summary	of	the	social	network	data.	Summaries	are	601	 provided	for	each	year	(specified	in	column	1)	and	each	measure	(specified	602	 column	2)	for	number	of:	individuals	(‘N.inds’),	radio-frequency	identification	603	 detection	records	(‘Records’),	occurrences	in	flocking	events	(‘Flock	Occ.’)	and	604	 winter	social	network	connections	(‘Net	Conn.’).	The	counts	are	provided	for	all	605	 birds	in	the	pre-breeding	network	(‘All	Birds’),	breeding	birds	recorded	in	the	606	 network	(‘Breeders’),	breeding	birds	recorded	in	the	network	mated	to	a	known	607	 pair	member	who	was	also	recorded	in	the	network	(‘Known	PMs’),	all	birds	608	 recorded	in	the	network	and	with	known	personality	(‘PT	Birds’),	breeding	birds	609	 recorded	in	the	network	and	with	known	personality	(‘PT	Breeders’),	and	610	 breeding	birds	recorded	in	the	network	and	with	known	personality	and	mated	611	 to	a	known	pair	member	that	was	also	recorded	in	the	network	(‘PT	KPMs’).	612	 	613	 	614	 	615	 	616	
	617	 	618	 	 	619	
Year	 Measure	 All	Birds	 Breeders	 Known	PMs	 PT	Birds	 PT	Breeders	 PT	KPMs	
2012/13	 N	Inds.	 1,085	 400	 240	 230	 115	 62	Records	 2.4mil	 1.4mil	 645,253	 652,072	 326,032	 183,958	Flock	Occ.	 343,458	 149,231	 91,498	 90,365	 47,074	 26,857	Net.	Conn.	 89,904	 37,765	 22,607	 22,989	 12,062	 6,687	
2013/14	 N	Inds.	 720	 291	 172	 134	 59	 30	Records	 3.2mil	 1.5mil	 864,237	 743,326	 333,400	 168,813	Flock	Occ.	 244,108	 114,494	 69,386	 55,522	 26,540	 13,762	Net.	Conn.	 32,490	 14,479	 8,961	 7,040	 3,437	 1,852	
2014/15	 N	Inds.	 807	 257	 152	 111	 45	 30	Records	 2.5mil	 974,121	 636,162	 426,431	 177,834	 126,784	Flock	Occ.	 220,678	 86,441	 56,036	 35,605	 16,042	 11,711	Net.	Conn.	 41,806	 15,697	 9,778	 7,109	 3,106	 2,106	
Total	
N	Inds.	 1,833	 738	 509	 290	 158	 110	Records	 8.1mil	 3.5mil	 2.1mil	 1.8mil	 837,266	 479,555	Flock	Occ.	 808,244	 350,166	 216,920	 181,492	 89,656	 52,330	Net.	Conn.	 164,200	 67,941	 41,346	 37,138	 18,605	 10,645	
Supplementary	Table	2.	Pair	bonding.	Model	outputs	of	LMM	examining	the	620	 effect	of	individual’s	personality,	residency	status	(Wytham	born	compared	to	621	 non-wytham	born),	age	(adult	compared	to	first	year),	the	number	of	622	 groups/flocking	events	they	were	observed	in	and	the	week	of	their	first	623	 observation	for	their	(a)	relative	pair	bond	affiliation	to	their	future	partner	(b)	624	 Dyadic	simple	ratio	index	with	future	partner	(c)	sex-based	relative	pair	bond	625	 strength	and	(d)	spatial	range	overlap	with	their	future	partner.		626	 	627	 	628	 	 Male	 Female	Response	 Term	 Coef	 Std.Err	 t-val	 p-val	 Coef	 Std.Err	 t-val	 p-val	
(a)	Relative	bond	strength	
Intercept	 -2.601	 0.48	 -5.416	 <0.001	 -2.389	 0.287	 -8.333	 <0.001	
Personality	 0.25	 0.105	 2.373	 0.021	 0.082	 0.09	 0.91	 0.367	
Res.	Status	 -0.187	 0.221	 -0.845	 0.402	 0.12	 0.159	 0.754	 0.455	
Age	 -0.289	 0.227	 -1.273	 0.331	 -0.241	 0.157	 -1.529	 0.201	
Groups	 0.001	 0.001	 0.571	 0.625	 0.001	 0.001	 -0.236	 0.825	
First	obs.	 0.095	 0.062	 1.525	 0.267	 -0.001	 0.031	 -0.02	 0.985	
(b)	Simple	ratio	index	
Intercept	 -1.87	 0.54	 -3.461	 0.001	 -2.014	 0.403	 -4.999	 <0.001	
Personality	 0.267	 0.121	 2.205	 0.032	 0.193	 0.121	 1.595	 0.117	
Res.	Status	 -0.324	 0.255	 -1.274	 0.208	 0.172	 0.21	 0.818	 0.417	
Age	 -0.353	 0.262	 -1.348	 0.31	 -0.501	 0.222	 -2.252	 0.087	
Groups	 0.001	 0.001	 1.196	 0.354	 0.001	 0.001	 1.935	 0.125	
First	obs.	 0.046	 0.069	 0.663	 0.575	 -0.026	 0.044	 -0.602	 0.58	(c)	Sex-based	relative	bond	strength	
Intercept	 -2.145	 0.577	 -3.719	 <0.001	 -1.797	 0.366	 -4.916	 <0.001	
Personality	 0.312	 0.127	 2.461	 0.017	 0.12	 0.113	 1.055	 0.297	
Res.	Status	 -0.193	 0.266	 -0.725	 0.472	 0.184	 0.199	 0.926	 0.359	
Age	 -0.393	 0.273	 -1.44	 0.287	 -0.265	 0.201	 -1.315	 0.259	
Groups	 0.001	 0.001	 0.62	 0.598	 0	 0.001	 -0.598	 0.582	
First	obs.	 0.111	 0.075	 1.494	 0.274	 0.004	 0.04	 0.103	 0.923	
(d)	Spatial	range	overlap	
Intercept	 0.486	 1.106	 0.439	 0.662	 0.496	 0.789	 0.629	 0.532	
Personality	 0.334	 0.248	 1.348	 0.183	 0.162	 0.252	 0.643	 0.523	
Res.	Status	 -0.858	 0.522	 -1.643	 0.106	 0.483	 0.445	 1.087	 0.282	
Age	 -0.652	 0.538	 -1.211	 0.349	 -0.809	 0.432	 -1.873	 0.134	
Groups	 0.002	 0.002	 1.086	 0.391	 0.003	 0.001	 1.766	 0.152	
First	obs.	 0.139	 0.142	 0.981	 0.430	 -0.096	 0.086	 -1.121	 0.325		629	 	630	 	631	 	 	632	
	633	
Supplementary	Table	3.	Time	of	pair	meeting.	Model	outputs	of	GLMMs	634	 examining	the	effect	of	individual’s	personality,	residency	status	(Wytham	born	635	 compared	to	non-Wytham	born),	age	(adult	compared	to	first	year),	the	number	636	 of	groups/flocking	events	they	were	observed	in	when	first	meeting	their	637	 partner	and	the	week	of	their	first	observation	on	(a)	the	week	of	the	first	638	 observation	with	(i.e.	in	the	same	flocking	event	as)	their	future	partner	(b)	the	639	 week	of	the	first	observation	with	their	future	partner	when	also	controlling	for	640	 number	of	flockmates	(degree)	at	the	time	of	meeting	and	(c)	whether	or	not	641	 they	were	observed	with	their	future	partner	in	the	first	week	they	were	both	642	 observed	in	the	winter	643	 	644	 	645	
	646	 	647	 	648	 	649	 	650	 	651	 	 	652	
	 Male	 Female	Response	 Term	 Coef	 Std.Err	 z-val	 p-val	 Coef	 Std.Err	 z-val	 p-val	
(a)	Week	of	first	obs.	together	
Intercept	 -0.073	 0.521	 -0.14	 0.889	 0.223	 0.405	 0.551	 0.581	Personality	 -0.368	 0.177	 -2.076	 0.038	 -0.105	 0.193	 -0.542	 0.588	Res.	Status	 0.795	 0.303	 2.621	 0.009	 -0.541	 0.324	 -1.671	 0.095	Age	 0.056	 0.492	 0.114	 0.91	 0.919	 0.323	 2.847	 0.004	Groups	 0.015	 0.011	 1.295	 0.195	 0.007	 0.008	 0.807	 0.419	First	obs.	 0.166	 0.054	 3.101	 0.002	 0.165	 0.038	 4.346	 <0.001	
(b)	Week	of	first	obs.	together	
Intercept	 -0.667	 0.55	 -1.213	 0.225	 -0.391	 0.541	 -0.723	 0.47	Personality	 -0.339	 0.147	 -2.311	 0.021	 -0.135	 0.179	 -0.756	 0.45	Res.	Status	 0.687	 0.282	 2.439	 0.015	 -0.551	 0.314	 -1.759	 0.079	Age	 -0.038	 0.335	 -0.113	 0.91	 0.971	 0.306	 3.175	 0.001	Groups	 0.016	 0.011	 1.548	 0.122	 0.005	 0.008	 0.603	 0.547	First	obs.	 0.195	 0.048	 4.093	 <0.001	 0.175	 0.037	 4.742	 <0.001	Degree	 0.017	 0.01	 1.833	 0.067	 0.02	 0.011	 1.897	 0.058	(c)	Observed	together	in	first	sampling	period	
Intercept	 -2.63	 1.952	 -1.347	 0.178	 0.608	 1.105	 0.551	 0.582	Personality	 0.754	 0.377	 1.998	 0.046	 0.043	 0.345	 0.125	 0.9	Res.	Status	 -0.822	 0.686	 -1.198	 0.231	 0.366	 0.593	 0.617	 0.537	Age	 -1.235	 0.944	 -1.308	 0.191	 -0.368	 0.611	 -0.602	 0.547	Groups	 0.007	 0.004	 1.852	 0.064	 0.001	 0.002	 0.463	 0.644	First	obs.	 0.644	 0.321	 2.008	 0.045	 -0.032	 0.116	 -0.277	 0.782	
	653	
Supplementary	Table	4.	Temporal	rate	of	pair	bonding.	Model	outputs	of	654	 LMMs	examining	the	week-by-week	effect	of	individual’s	personality,	residency	655	 status	(Wytham	born	compared	to	non-Wytham	born),	age	(adult	compared	to	656	 first	year),	the	number	of	groups/flocking	events	they	were	observed	in	that	657	 week,	the	weeks	since	they	first	met	their	future	partner	(‘Wks	Met’)	and	the	658	 interaction	of	this	with	individual	personality,	on	their	(a)	weekly	relative	pair	659	 bond	affiliation	strength	and	(b)	weekly	sex-based	relative	pair	bond	strength	660	 	661	 	662	 	663	 	664	 	665	
	666	 	667	 	668	 	 	669	
	 Male	 Female	Response	 Term	 Coef	 Std.Err	 t-val	 p-val	 Coef	 Std.Err	 t-val	 p-val	
(a)	Weekly	relative	bond	strength	
Intercept	 -2.008	 0.19	 -10.57	 0.001	 -2.334	 0.153	 -15.279	 <0.001	Personality	 -0.013	 0.117	 -0.107	 0.915	 0.005	 0.098	 0.05	 0.96	Weeks	Met	 0.064	 0.01	 6.724	 <0.001	 0.071	 0.009	 7.545	 <0.001	Res.	Status	 -0.124	 0.212	 -0.584	 0.591	 -0.067	 0.143	 -0.466	 0.658	Age	 0.01	 0.228	 0.046	 0.963	 -0.046	 0.146	 -0.317	 0.753	Groups	 -0.011	 0.003	 -3.583	 <0.001	 -0.008	 0.003	 -3.18	 0.002	Pers.	x	Wks	Met	 0.026	 0.009	 2.688	 0.007	 0.002	 0.009	 0.203	 0.839	(b)	Weekly	relative	bond	strength	(sex-based)	
Intercept	 -1.457	 0.233	 -6.251	 <0.001	 -1.898	 0.187	 -10.155	 <0.001	Personality	 -0.036	 0.143	 -0.25	 0.803	 0.024	 0.119	 0.197	 0.844	Weeks	Met	 0.069	 0.012	 5.985	 <0.001	 0.083	 0.012	 7.016	 <0.001	Res.	Status	 -0.194	 0.258	 -0.752	 0.494	 -0.056	 0.175	 -0.318	 0.761	Age	 0.072	 0.278	 0.258	 0.797	 -0.015	 0.174	 -0.087	 0.931	Groups	 -0.012	 0.004	 -3.01	 0.003	 -0.009	 0.003	 -2.704	 0.007	Pers.	x	Wks	Met	 0.034	 0.012	 2.934	 0.004	 0.002	 0.012	 0.148	 0.882	
	670	 	671	
Supplementary	Table	5.	Temporal	encounters	with	other	individuals.	672	 Model	outputs	of	(G)LMMs	examining	the	week-by-week	effect	of	individual’s	673	 personality,	residency	status	(Wytham	born	compared	to	non-Wytham	born),	674	 age	(adult	compared	to	first	year),	the	number	of	groups/flocking	events	they	675	 were	observed	in	that	week	(scaled	and	centered),	the	weeks	since	the	beginning	676	 of	the	winter	observations	(‘Week’)	and	the	interaction	of	this	with	individual	677	 personality,	on	their	(a)	weekly	intersexual	encounters	(number	of	opposite	sex	678	 individuals	encountered	that	week	i.e.	intersexual	degree)	and	(b)	weekly	679	 weighted	intersexual	social	associations	(sum	of	their	social	associations	to	680	 opposite	sex	individuals	that	week	who	weren’t	their	future	partner	i.e.	681	 intersexual	strength)	and	(c)	weekly	intrasexual	encounters	(i.e.	intrasexual	682	 degree).	Models	also	controlled	for	(a)	weekly	intrasexual	degree,	(b)	weekly	683	 intrasexual	weighted	associations	(i.e.	intrasexual	strength)	and	(c)	intersexual	684	 degree,	respectively.	685	 	686	
	687	 	688	 	689	 	690	 	 	691	
	 Male	 Female	Response	 Term	 Coef	 Std.Err	 z/t-val	 p-val	 Coef	 Std.Err	 z/t-val	 p-val	
(a)	Inter-sexual	encounters	
Intercept	 1.518	 0.129	 11.733	 0.001	 1.785	 0.056	 31.923	 0.001	Personality	 0.016	 0.03	 0.548	 0.584	 -0.009	 0.029	 -0.304	 0.761	Week	 0.012	 0.003	 4.796	 <0.001	 -0.007	 0.002	 -2.959	 0.003	Age	 -0.001	 0.041	 -0.023	 0.982	 0.003	 0.037	 0.073	 0.942	Res.	Status	 0.018	 0.05	 0.361	 0.718	 0.028	 0.043	 0.641	 0.521	Groups	 0.001	 0.001	 1.58	 0.114	 0.005	 0.001	 7.475	 <0.001	Intra-degree	 0.056	 0.001	 40.295	 <0.001	 0.047	 0.001	 39.464	 <0.001	Pers.	x	Week	 -0.006	 0.002	 -2.584	 0.01	 0.002	 0.002	 0.745	 0.456	
(b)	Inter-sexual	weighted	associations		
Intercept	 0.035	 0.086	 0.409	 0.682	 0.374	 0.07	 5.359	 0.001	Personality	 0.085	 0.056	 1.518	 0.134	 -0.011	 0.047	 -0.239	 0.812	Week	 0.006	 0.004	 1.535	 0.125	 -0.017	 0.003	 -4.85	 <0.001	Age	 0.205	 0.091	 2.247	 0.037	 -0.143	 0.071	 -2.015	 0.057	Res.	Status	 0.02	 0.098	 0.209	 0.835	 -0.046	 0.073	 -0.634	 0.528	Groups	 0.002	 0.002	 1.459	 0.145	 0.009	 0.001	 8.47	 <0.001	Intra-strength	 0.8	 0.026	 30.798	 <0.001	 0.715	 0.018	 39.381	 <0.001	Pers.	x	Week	 -0.009	 0.004	 -2.146	 0.032	 0.002	 0.003	 0.484	 0.629	
(c)	Intra-sexual	encounters	
Intercept	 1.876	 0.05	 37.442	 0.001	 1.548	 0.098	 15.792	 0.001	Personality	 -0.039	 0.037	 -1.066	 0.287	 0.001	 0.03	 0.009	 0.993	Week	 -0.004	 0.003	 -1.365	 0.172	 0.009	 0.002	 3.655	 <0.001	Age	 0.047	 0.041	 1.145	 0.252	 0.055	 0.038	 1.453	 0.146	Res.	Status	 0.067	 0.065	 1.026	 0.305	 0.037	 0.044	 0.853	 0.394	Groups	 0.086	 0.013	 6.754	 <0.001	 0.048	 0.011	 4.315	 <0.001	Inter-degree	 0.043	 0.001	 34.95	 <0.001	 0.053	 0.001	 41.004	 <0.001	Pers.	x	Week	 0.001	 0.003	 0.108	 0.914	 0.001	 0.002	 -0.193	 0.847	
	692	
Supplementary	Table	6.	Additional	summary	details	of	models.	The	table	693	 follows	the	naming	of	the	models	used	in	Tables	2-5.	The	squared	correlation	694	 coefficient	of	the	observed	response	value	with	the	fitted	values	obtained	from	695	 the	fixed	effects	(i.e.	not	incl.	random	effects)	is	given	(𝑟[!,!]! )	along	with	the	696	 length	of	the	response	variable	(n-	derived	from	monitoring	the	population),	the	697	 mean	of	this	untransformed	response	variable,	along	with	its	min	and	max	range.		698	 	699	
	700	 	701	 	 	702	
Model	
Male	 Female	𝑟[!,!]! 	 n	 mean	 min	 max	 𝑟[!,!]! 	 n	 mean	 min	 max	
2a	 0.141	 62	 0.085	 0.00	 0.464	 0.103	 60	 0.066	 0.00	 0.269	
2b	 0.081	 62	 0.199	 0.00	 0.564	 0.039	 60	 0.182	 0.00	 0.428	
2c	 0.149	 62	 0.149	 0.00	 0.636	 0.114	 60	 0.124	 0.00	 0.394	
2d	 0.106	 62	 0.724	 0.00	 1.00	 0.218	 60	 0.713	 0.00	 1.00	
3a	 0.28	 62	 3.452	 0.00	 13.00	 0.408	 60	 3.717	 0.00	 13.00	
3b	 0.332	 62	 3.452	 0.00	 13.00	 0.446	 60	 3.717	 0.00	 13.00	
3c	 0.244	 62	 0.677	 0.00	 1.00	 0.024	 60	 0.717	 0.00	 1.00	
4a	 0.077	 556	 0.127	 0.00	 0.981	 0.093	 515	 0.098	 0.00	 0.95	
4b	 0.066	 556	 0.209	 0.00	 1.00	 0.078	 515	 0.165	 0.00	 1.00	
5a	 0.796	 731	 13.895	 0.00	 53.00	 0.754	 652	 14.546	 0.00	 40.00	
5b	 0.586	 731	 1.427	 0.00	 5.778	 0.683	 652	 1.559	 0.00	 5.204	
5c	 0.742	 731	 13.581	 0.00	 43.00	 0.807	 652	 13.405	 0.00	 43.00	
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Supplementary	Methods		704	
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Supplementary	methods	I:	additional	details	of	the	study	system	706	 The	great	tits	in	Wytham	Woods,	Oxford,	breed	almost	exclusively	in	the	707	 nestboxes	located	in	1020	fixed	positions	with	known	GPS	coordinates	708	 throughout	the	woodland1,2.		The	provision	of	the	artificial	nestboxes	allows	709	 birds	to	be	trapped	as	nestlings	at	age	of	15	days	as	well	as	trapping	the	breeding	710	 adult	pairs	between	days	6-14	of	the	nestling	phase.	All	newly	captured	711	 individuals	were	fitted	with	both	a	metal	leg	ring	from	the	British	Trust	for	712	 Ornithology	(since	1960s)	and	a	plastic	leg	ring	containing	a	uniquely	713	 identifiable	Radio-Frequency	Identification	tags	from	IB	Technology,	Aylesbury,	714	 U.K	(beginning	in	2007).	Birds	were	aged	(as	either	‘first-year’	or	‘adult’)	and	715	 sexed	upon	capture	using	either	previous	breeding	records	or	plumage	716	 coloration3.	As	the	large	majority	of	breeding	birds	(>98%)	were	only	recorded	717	 at	one	nestbox	in	any	single	year,	we	excluded	the	rare	occurrences	of	second	718	 breeding	attempts	throughout	the	analysis.	719	 	720	 Throughout	the	winter	season	(September-March),	great	tits	aggregate	to	form	721	 roving	feeding	flocks4	that	show	considerable	turn-over	as	different	birds	leave	722	 and	join	frequently	(high	‘fission-fusion’	dynamics)5.	In	this	period,	mist	netting	723	 at	regular	intervals	targeted	birds	immigrating	into	the	population,	such	that	the	724	 large	majority	of	wintering	individuals	were	RFID-tagged.	Previous	work6,7	has	725	 estimated	that	this	results	in	around	90%	of	the	population	being	tagged.		726	 	727	 Each	of	the	65	RFID	feeding	station	had	two	access	points	(on	opposite	sides	of	728	 the	feeder)	fitted	with	RFID	antenna	and	a	datalogging	device	that	scanned	for	729	 RFID	tags	16	times	a	second	and	can	record	a	unique	RFID	tag	code	up	to	3	times	730	 per	second	(Dorset	ID,	Aalten,	Netherlands).	Feeders	were	filled	with	unhusked	731	 sunflower	seed	on	a	weekly	basis	during	the	non-monitoring	periods.	As	RFID	732	 tagged	birds	landed	on	the	feeding	station,	their	unique	10-digit	hexadecimal	733	 RFID-tag	code,	along	with	the	time	and	location	ID	for	this	event,	was	recorded	734	 onto	the	data-logger.	This	provides	the	detailed	spatiotemporal	information	on	735	 individual	foraging	behaviour	used	throughout	the	analysis.	The	RFID	antennas	736	 operated	with	high	accuracy,	and	video	analysis	showed	that	>99%	of	all	RFID-737	 tagged	individual	visits	to	the	feeder	were	recorded	correctly5.	This	is	similar	to	738	 the	exceptionally	low	error	(i.e.	low	incorrect	reads)	and	high	accuracy	(i.e.	low	739	 proportion	of	missed	reads)	rates	of	RFID	recording	systems	in	similar	species8.	740	 The	RFID	feeders	used	in	this	study	were	fully	deployed	across	three	winter	741	 seasons:	from	03/12/2011	to	26/02/2012,	01/12/2012	to	24/02/2013,	and	742	 30/11/2013	to	23/02/2014.	Supplementary	Table	1	provides	a	summary	of	the	743	 sample	sizes	of	unique	individuals	in	terms	of	the	number	of	breeding	744	 individuals	mated	to	known	partners	and	those	recorded	on	the	RFID	feeders	745	 over	winter.	746	 	747	
Supplementary	methods	II:	additional	details	of	social	network	inference	748	 As	great	tits	feed	in	flocks	over	the	winter4,	the	detections	of	individuals	RFID	749	 tags	at	the	feeding	stations	provide	a	fine-scale,	non-uniformly	distributed,	750	 temporal	datastream	made	up	of	periods	of	high	activity	(bursts)	as	flocks	of	751	
birds	arrive	and	feed	together9,10.	These	flocking	events	can	be	automatically	752	 identified	using	a	machine	learning	algorithm	which	employs	a	Gaussian	mixture	753	 model	(GMM)	to	detect	clusters	of	visits	within	each	of	the	temporal	data	754	 streams	at	each	feeder	each	day.	This	method	therefore	provides	a	means	of	755	 avoiding	arbitrary	or	subjective	decisions	regarding	the	temporal	boundaries	of	756	 group	occurrences,	and	previous	work	has	shown	that	determining	flocking	co-757	 memberships	between	individuals	in	this	way	is	more	accurate	and	robust	than	758	 the	current	alternatives	such	as	employing	set	time	cut-offs	or	using	sliding	time	759	 windows	of	different	lengths10.	760	 	761	 The	flocking	event	co-membership	matrices	generated	from	this	process	are	762	 equivalent	to	‘group-by-individual’	matrices,	frequently	used	in	animal	social	763	 network	analysis11-13.	Therefore,	the	social	association	between	each	dyad	(SAB)	764	 was	calculated	using	the	Simple	Ratio	Index	(SRI)14	where	765	 	𝑆!" = !!!!!"!!!!!!		766	 Here,	𝑥	denotes	the	number	of	flocking	event	co-memberships	between	bird	A	767	 and	bird	B,		𝑦!" 	is	the	number	of	occasions	A	and	B	were	simultaneously	768	 detected	apart	from	one	another,	𝑦!	is	the	number	of	flocking	events	that	𝐴	769	 occurred	in	but	that		𝐵	was	not	present	in,	and	𝑦! 	is	the	number	of	flocking	770	 events	that	𝐵	occurred	in	but	𝐴	was	not	present	in.	In	this	way,	the	value	of	SAB	771	 shows	the	association	strength	between	the	dyad	where	0	=	the	dyad	was	never	772	 observed	together,	and	1	=	the	dyad	always	observed	together.	By	calculating	SAB	773	 between	all	dyads	for	the	period	of	interest,	this	forms	an	individual-by-774	 individual	association	matrix	i.e.	a	‘social	network’.	Within	this	context	of	a	775	 network,	the	‘nodes’	denote	the	identity	of	the	unique	birds,	whilst	the	weight	of	776	 the	‘edges’	represents	the	strength	of	the	dyadic	link	between	them.	The	use	of	777	 the	extensive	sampling	routines	(repeated	recording	of	individuals	and	co-778	 occurrences)	along	with	these	weighted,	non-directional,	networks,	reduces	any	779	 potential	issues	which	can	stem	from	the	‘gambit	of	the	group’	approach13.	The	780	 yearly	association	matrices	were	derived	from	pooling	the	co-occurrence	data	781	 over	all	sampling	periods	over	the	entire	winter	(Dec-March),	as	previous	work	782	 as	suggested	that	sampling	over	longer	time	periods	may	provide	the	most	783	 accurate	inference	of	social	ties13,15,16.	We	also	calculated	‘weekly’	social	784	 association	matrices	calculated	from	the	co-occurrences	occurring	over	each	785	 sampling	period	(weekend)	of	each	winter	to	allow	for	the	dynamic	network	786	 analysis17,18	to	assess	how	social	associations	and	encounters	changed	over	time	787	 (see	below).		788	 	789	 Previous	work	within	this	great	tit	population	has	shown	that	social	association	790	 networks	derived	using	this	method	are	repeatable	and	consistent,	even	after	791	 accounting	for	spatial	factors	or	following	perturbation15,16,19	and	important	to	792	 social	processes	such	as	the	formation	of	breeding	territories18,19,	the	spread	of	793	 information20,21	and	the	gain	of	new	foraging	techniques22,23.	We	did	not	consider	794	 relatedness	between	individuals	in	any	of	our	analysis,	as	the	network	is	not	kin	795	 structured	and	only	~1-2%	of	social	connections	are	between	first-order	796	 relatives18.	797	 	798	
Supplementary	methods	III:	additional	details	of	personality	assays	799	
Mist-nets	were	used	to	capture	wild	great	tits	through	the	winter,	upon	which	800	 they	were	immediately	transported	to	John	Krebs	Field	Station,	Wytham,	Oxford.	801	 Following	protocols	implemented	in	this	population	to	measure	personality	802	 since	200524,	birds	were	kept	in	indoors,	in	individual	captive	housing	over-803	 night,	and	assays	began	in	the	morning	following	capture	(between	08.00am	to	804	 13.00pm).	Personality	assays	were	carried	out	individually;	each	bird	was	805	 released	into	a	novel	artificial	environment	consisting	of	a	plain	observational	806	 room	with	five	artificial	trees	(1.5m	height,	each	with	four	branches).	A	handheld	807	 events	recorder	(Psion	Workabout,	Noldus	Information	Technology,	Nottingham,	808	 UK)24-26	was	used	to	record	their	behaviour	and	movements	over	the	period	of	8	809	 minutes	beginning	20s	after	the	bird	first	entered	the	room.		810	 	811	 Twelve	behavioural	measures	were	taken,	quantifying	various	aspects	of	their	812	 behaviour	such	as	the	number	and	duration	of	flights	and	hops	and	the	813	 exploration	of	the	area24,26.	To	produce	a	single	personality	score	for	each	814	 individual,	the	square	root	of	PC1	of	these	measures	(which	summarises	these	815	 separately	measured,	but	correlated,	behavioural	scores	well)	is	used	in	a	LMM	816	 which	sets	individual,	as	well	as	time	of	year	and	observation	number,	as	factors	817	 (see24	for	further	details).	This	also	enables	a	composite	score	to	be	calculated	818	 for	individuals	that	were	assayed	on	multiple	occasions.	Scoring	behaviour	with	819	 this	approach	(or	very	similar	methods)	in	great	tits	is	one	of	the	longest	running	820	 measures	of	personality	of	wild	animals25,	and	has	been	shown	to	be	highly	821	 repeatable	and	consistent	measure,	with	a	heritable	genetic	component,	and	822	 predictive	of	a	range	of	other	behaviours	both	in	laboratory	settings	and	the	wild	823	 in	the	Wytham	population6,24,26-32	as	well	in	other	great	tit	study	systems25,33-42.		824	 	825	 Following	the	assays,	birds	were	released	back	at	the	site	at	which	they	were	826	 captured.	Recent	work	has	shown	that	short	stays	in	captivity	do	not	disrupt	827	 social	structure	and	individuals	generally	quickly	return	to	their	prior	social	828	 associations16.	Supplementary	Table	1	summarises	the	number	of	birds	with	829	 known	personality	that	were	recorded	in	the	winter	social	networks	and	also	830	 went	on	to	breed	with	known	partners.			831	 	832	
Supplementary	methods	IV:	additional	details	of	analysis	of	the	effect	of	833	
personality	on	pre-mating	pair	bonding.	834	 The	primary	analysis	set	‘relative	pair	bond	strength’	as	the	response	variable.	835	 However,	as	is	usually	the	case	with	social	network	inference,	dyadic	association	836	 variables	can	be	potentially	assessed	in	various	(but	often	related)	ways.	837	 Therefore,	we	also	considered	two	other	potential	measures	of	pre-mating	pair	838	 bonds	to	ensure	the	results	were	consistent	and	robust	across	variations	in	the	839	 definition	of	the	dyadic	association	strength.	Firstly,	we	considered	a	simple	840	 model	of	pair-bond	strength	as	the	direct	dyadic	value	derived	from	the	841	 association	matrix	i.e.	the	SRI	score	(see	Supplementary	Methods	II	for	details).	842	 This	represents	the	most	basic	measure	of	pair-bond	strength	from	the	network	843	 (Supplementary	Figure	S2a;	Supplementary	Table	2b).	Secondly,	we	considered	844	 a	measure	additionally	aimed	at	controlling	for	differences	in	sex	based	845	 affiliations.	For	instance,	if	a	particular	type	of	male	was	more	likely	to	hold	more	846	 intersexual	social	associations,	then	this	may	cause	this	to	appear	as	a	difference	847	 in	pair-bonding	too	(but	in	fact	just	driven	by	more	connections	to	females	in	848	
general).	Therefore,	we	calculated	‘sex	based	relative	pair	bond	strength’	as	the	849	 SRI	value	to	their	partner	relative	to	the	sum	of	their	weighted	social	850	 connections	(i.e.	intersexual	weighted	degree)	to	all	other	birds	of	the	opposite	851	 sex.	In	this	way,	this	measure	represents	the	amount	of	social	associations	852	 directed	towards	their	future	mating	partner	given	their	associations	to	all	853	 others	of	the	opposite	sex	(Supplementary	Figure	S2b;	Supplementary	Table	2c).	854	 	855	 The	randomisations	were	carried	out	for	all	models	considering	network	data	856	 (including	those	in	the	supplementary	analysis).	The	aim	of	the	randomisations	857	 employed	was	to	generate	a	null	distribution	of	the	relationship	between	858	 personality	and	pair-bond	strength	which	could	be	expected	purely	under	the	859	 non-independence	and	the	distribution	of	the	data,	and	the	influence	of	the	other	860	 factors	on	pair-bond	strength,	but	with	no	actual	relationship	between	861	 personality	and	pair	bond	strength.	Node	randomisations	consist	of	randomly	862	 reassigning	the	labels	of	the	nodes	within	the	network	so	each	individual	adopts	863	 the	identity	of	another.	This	approach,	in	comparison	to	datastream	864	 permutations,	has	the	benefit	of	maintaining	the	exact	distribution	and	variance	865	 of	the	dyadic	social	association	scores,	and	therefore	is	often	favoured	when	the	866	 value	of	these	scores	is	important	to	the	structure	of	the	model15,16,19,21	which	867	 was	the	case	here	due	to	considering	pre-mating	pair	bonds.	In	our	analyses,	as	868	 we	also	wanted	to	maintain	any	relationship	that	existed	between	pair	bond	869	 strength	and	the	considered	individual	characteristics	(age	and	residency	status)	870	 and	observational	factors	(number	of	groups	and	time	of	first	observation),	we	871	 only	reassigned	the	personality	value	of	the	nodes,	rather	than	all	of	its	872	 properties.	Further,	these	reassignments	were	only	carried	out	between	873	 individuals	of	the	same	sex	(male	or	female)	and	breeding	status	(breeder	or	874	 non-breeder)	and	occurring	within	the	same	year	(or	week	in	the	case	of	the	875	 dynamic	temporal	analysis	i.e.	Supplementary	Methods	VI).	In	this	way,	each	876	 randomization	represents	a	very	conservative	null	model	which	controls	for	877	 these	factors	and	maintains	the	structure	of	the	network	but	where	any	878	 relationship	between	personality	and	pair	bond	strength	(calculated	using	the	879	 same	models	as	in	the	observed	data)	is	not	truly	meaningful.	We	then	carried	880	 out	this	procedure	10000	times,	each	time	running	the	same	model	as	the	881	 primary	analysis	but	replacing	the	observed	personality	scores	with	those	882	 generated	from	one	of	the	10000	versions	of	the	permuted	datasets.	By	storing	883	 each	of	the	new	personality	coefficients	(the	effect	of	personality	on	the	884	 response)	from	the	model,	we	hence	derived	the	null	distribution.	Specifically,	if	885	 the	observed	estimated	effect	of	personality	fell	outside	the	95%	range	of	this	886	 null	distribution	this	indicated	a	statistically	significant	effect	of	personality	on	887	 pair-bonding,	over	and	above	that	which	could	have	occurred	given	the	888	 properties	of	the	network	and	of	the	model	alone.	We	report	the	p-value	889	 calculated	from	these	randomisations	(prand)	calculated	as	the	two-tailed	version	890	 of	the	point	at	which	the	observed	value	fell	within	the	null	distribution12.	891	 	892	 	893	
Supplementary	methods	V:	additional	details	of	analysis	of	spatial	overlap	894	
and	time	of	meeting		895	 	896	
Individual	differences	in	pre-mating	pair	bond	strength	could	arise	through	897	 various	means.	Firstly,	we	first	aimed	to	examine	whether	personality	related	to	898	 the	overlap	in	the	winter	spatial	range	of	a	pair.	Great	tits	generally	move	899	 relatively	frequently	through	the	winter15,18,	but	the	proportion	of	time	they	are	900	 active	across	all	sites	is	not	equally	distributed	between	the	sites	they	visit19.	901	 Therefore,	along	with	the	actual	spatial	range	they	were	recorded	within,	we	also	902	 aimed	to	consider	their	activity	within	this	range	when	defining	the	“winter	903	 spatial	range	overall”	of	a	dyad18.	Thus,	winter	spatial	overlap	for	each	pair	was	904	 calculated	using	a	previously	published	method18	whereby,	firstly,	considering	905	 each	location	separately,	we	calculated	the	proportion	of	activity	that	each	pair	906	 member	spent	at	each	location,	and	then	took	the	minimum	value	of	the	pair	at	907	 each	location,	and	classified	their	winter	spatial	range	overlap	as	the	sum	of	908	 these	values	over	all	of	the	locations.	This	accounts	for	both	the	range	they	909	 covered	as	well	as	how	they	distributed	their	activity	across	these	areas	e.g.	a	910	 pre-breeding	pair	of	birds	(B1	&	B2)	that	only	were	observed	at	two	locations	(L1	911	 and	L2),	and	95%	of	B1	activity	was	at	L1,	whilst	95%	of	B2	activity	was	at	L2,	912	 would	score	a	winter	spatial	activity	overlap	as	(1-0.95)	+	(1-0.95)	=	0.1.	If,	913	 however,	95%	of	B1	activity	was	instead	based	at	L2,	the	pair	would	score	1	(i.e.	914	 0.95	+	0.05).	Indeed,	the	measure	ranges	from	0	to	1,	where,	for	example,	pairs	915	 which	never	visit	the	same	locations	as	one	another	would	score	0,	pairs	that	–	in	916	 total	–	spend	half	of	their	activity	in	the	same	locations	score	0.5,	and	pairs	which	917	 spend	exactly	the	same	amount	of	activity	at	exactly	the	same	locations	as	one	918	 another	would	score	1.	We	used	these	values	of	individual’s	spatial	overlap	with	919	 their	partner	in	a	LMM	following	the	primary	format	used	for	assessing	relative	920	 affiliation	strength	(Supplementary	Table	2d).	921	 	922	 Along	with	differences	in	spatial	range	overlap,	we	also	considered	whether	the	923	 sampling	period	in	which	a	bird	was	first	observed	in	the	same	flocking	event	as	924	 its	future	partner	was	related	to	its	personality.	This	response	variable	was	zero-925	 inflated,	as	technically	two	processes	could	generate	the	zero	value	(i)	pairs	926	 which	actually	first	met	during	the	first	week	of	observations	and	(ii)	pairs	which	927	 had	met	prior	to	the	first	week	of	observations	and	were	then	seen	together	in	928	 this	first	sampling	period	(weekend)	of	the	winter.	The	response	followed	a	929	 Poisson	distribution,	as	it	was	essentially	a	depleting	count	of	the	number	of	930	 individuals	which	met	their	future	partner	on	each	weekend.	The	primary	model	931	 used	a	negative	binomial	error	structure	that	reduces	the	issue	of	overdispersion	932	 for	Poisson	model	fitting	and	therefore	represents	a	more	conservative	approach	933	 to	estimating	significance43.	However,	using	a	standard	Poisson	model	generally	934	 gave	the	same	results	(although	slightly	less	conservative)	throughout	the	935	 analysis.	This	GLMM	followed	the	format	of	the	LMM	assessing	relative	pair	bond	936	 strength	(Supplementary	Methods	IV)	and	thus,	along	with	individual	937	 personality,	also	included	age,	residency,	first	observation,	and	number	of	938	 groups	(but	over	the	sampling	period	they	first	met	rather	than	the	entire	year)	939	 as	fixed	effects,	and	included	individual	and	year	ID	as	random	effects	(Figure	1c;	940	 Supplementary	Table	3a).	As	part	of	the	supplementary	analysis,	we	also	wanted	941	 to	ensure	that	the	effect	of	personality	on	time	of	first	meeting	was	not	driven	by	942	 general	differences	in	gregariousness	during	that	time	period.	For	instance,	if	an	943	 individual	was	particularly	gregarious	and	engaged	in	flocking	events	with	lots	944	 of	individuals,	they	would	be	more	likely	to	have	engaged	in	a	flocking	event	with	945	
their	future	pair	member	just	due	to	this	alone,	and	therefore	more	likely	to	be	946	 classed	as	‘meeting’	earlier	despite	no	difference	in	actual	propensity	to	do	so.	947	 Therefore,	we	ran	another	GLMM	but	also	included	the	number	of	flockmates	948	 that	the	individual	held	in	the	weekend	they	were	first	observed	with	their	949	 future	partner	(i.e.	their	‘binary	degree’	that	weekend)	as	a	fixed	effect	950	 (Supplementary	Figure	3a;	Supplementary	Table	3b).	Additionally,	to	verify	the	951	 results,	we	also	carried	out	supplementary	analysis	to	examine	whether	952	 individual	personality	was	related	to	the	probability	that	the	subsequent	pair	953	 occurred	in	the	same	flocking	event	together	in	the	week	in	which	they	were	954	 both	first	observed	in	the	winter.	Here,	we	used	the	same	primary	model	955	 structure	again,	but	utilizing	a	GLMM	with	a	binomial	error	distribution	and	956	 considering	the	response	variable	as	whether	or	not	the	pair	were	observed	in	a	957	 flocking	event	together	during	the	first	period	both	members	were	observed	958	 (Supplementary	Figure	3b	&	3c;	Supplementary	Table	3c).		959	 	960	
Supplementary	methods	VI:	additional	details	of	analysis	of	temporal	961	
changes	in	associations	962	 	963	 Following	the	methods	outlined	in	Supplementary	Methods	III,	social	networks	964	 were	created	for	each	separate	sampling	period	(weekend)	over	each	of	the	965	 winters.	This	gave	a	total	of	49	sampling	periods,	8791	instances	of	unique	966	 occurrences	of	an	individual	occurring	in	a	weekend	network	(1071	of	these	967	 instances	were	from	individuals	with	known	personality	that	and	had	already	968	 met	their	known	future	breeding	partners	that	year).		969	 	970	 Firstly,	we	calculated	the	relative	affiliation	strength	for	each	individual	that	had	971	 already	met	their	future	mating	partner	that	winter	for	each	weekend	as	the	972	 association	score	to	their	partner	that	weekend	in	relation	to	their	network	973	 weighted	degree	that	weekend	(in	line	with	the	method	for	calculating	yearly	974	 relative	affiliation	strengths).	We	then	used	these	(logit	transformed)	values	as	975	 the	response	variable	in	a	LMM	which	also	included	the	usual	variables	as	well	as	976	 the	number	of	weeks	since	they	were	observed	with	their	partner	as	a	predictor,	977	 along	with	the	interaction	of	this	with	individual	personality.	In	this	way,	we	978	 were	able	to	examine	how	the	increase	in	relative	affiliation	strength	depended	979	 on	both	the	time	since	first	meeting	their	partner	as	well	as	the	personality	of	the	980	 individual	(Figure	2a;	Supplementary	Figure	4a;	Supplementary	Table	4a).	The	981	 same	format	of	randomisation	tests	(Supplementary	Methods	IV)	but	only	982	 allowing	resignments	of	personality	between	those	observed	on	the	same	983	 weekend	network	(as	opposed	to	year)	were	employed	to	examine	the	984	 significance	of	the	results	in	comparison	to	a	null	model	which	maintained	the	985	 same	structures	of	each	of	the	weekly	networks,	the	non-independence	of	the	986	 data,	the	distribution	and	variance	of	the	response	and	the	effect	of	each	of	the	987	 other	factors	on	pair	bond	strength.	Further,	we	also	considered	that	if	988	 personality	related	to	how	individuals	changed	their	associations	to	others	of	the	989	 opposite	sex	(regardless	of	whether	it	was	their	future	mating	partner	or	not)	990	 over	time,	this	may	cause	an	apparent	relationship	between	relative	affiliation	991	 strength	and	personality	despite	no	additional	propensity	to	increase	their	992	 actual	bond	strength	with	their	partner	specifically.	Therefore,	we	repeated	the	993	 analysis	but	used	sex	based	weekly	relative	affiliation	strength	as	the	response	994	
variable	i.e.	weekly	association	to	their	partner	relative	to	their	weekly	995	 intersexual	weighted	degree	(Supplementary	Figure	5;	Supplementary	Table	4b)	996	 and	again	including	the	same	factors	and	additionally	testing	the	results	against	997	 the	randomisation	test.		998	 	999	 Finally,	it	may	be	expected	that	the	amount	of	social	effort	dedicated	towards	a	1000	 future	breeding	partner	may	reduce	opportunities	to	meet	other	potential	1001	 breeding	partners.	Therefore,	we	used	the	dynamic	weekly	networks	to	calculate	1002	 each	individuals	weekly	encounters	with	the	opposite	sex	and	set	this	the	1003	 response	variable	in	a	GLMM	(Figure	2b;	Supplementary	Figure	4b;	1004	 Supplementary	Table	5a)	with	negative	binomial	error	structure	(see	1005	 Supplementary	methods	V).	As	a	supplementary	analysis,	we	also	calculated	the	1006	 sum	of	each	individual’s	weighted	network	associations	(intersexual	network	1007	 strength)	to	those	of	the	opposite	sex	(apart	from	to	their	future	mating	partner),	1008	 and	used	this	as	the	response	variable	in	a	LMM	(i.e.	it	functions	as	a	weighted	1009	 version	of	the	model	focusing	on	number	of	encounters).	Again	the	usual	factors	1010	 were	included	along	with	the	interaction	between	week	(since	beginning	of	1011	 winter	observations)	and	individual	personality.	Further,	we	included	their	1012	 weekly	weighted	intrasexual	degree	(sum	of	all	their	associations	to	those	of	the	1013	 same	sex	in	that	week)	as	a	fixed	effect	to	control	for	any	general	changes	in	1014	 association	patterns	(Supplementary	Figure	6;	Supplementary	Table	5b).	In	the	1015	 same	way,	we	directly	considered	whether	personality	affected	the	intrasexual	1016	 (rather	than	intersexual)	encounters	over	time	through	running	the	negative	1017	 binomial	GLMM	but	setting	the	weekly	number	of	encounters	with	those	of	the	1018	 same	sex	as	the	response	variable	(Supplementary	Table	6c).	For	each	of	the	1019	 models,	the	results	of	interest	were	again	confirmed	through	comparing	them	to	1020	 those	generated	from	the	weekly	network	randomisation	test.		1021	 	1022	 	1023	 	1024	 	1025	 	 	1026	
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